What is
DesignMashup?

Each DesignMashup workshop is a unique, hands-on experience where participants learn by doing
both on their own, collaborating with each other, and in tandem with the DesignMashup professional
designers. Our focus is to have each participant achieve a transformation in their own design work
and develop their own personal design poetics. DesignMashup participants gain insight on the
process & techniques of top designers and have the opportunity to connect with like-minded,
passionate people.
DesignMashup offers two distinct experiences in 2020: Fusion and Vision. Fusion, which centers on
the “mashup’ of art, design, and technology, will be held at the Civita Institute, in historic Civita di
Banoregio, Italy from April 28-May 4. The Vision workshop is centered on the foundation of Italian
design thinking and takes participants on a journey of discovery from the modern design world in
Milan and then to Civita di Bagnoregio to create a hands-on physical project that brings modern
Italian design-thinking to this ancient village.

The Vision Workshop
October 22 thru
November 01, 2020
Limited to
12 Participants

10-day Experiential
Design Encounter in
Milan and historic
Civita di Bagnoregio,
Italy

Vision participants will
concept and create a
temporary design idea
and scale model for an
installation that would
reside in Civita di
Bagnoregio—a 2,500
year-old hill town.

Participants will use
observational
techniques to make a
simple journey of
discovery in the village
as they seek “their
concept” and imagine a
unique creation, an
object or a designed
experiential space that
relates to the unique
setting and the
experience of its
visitors. The goal of the
resulting projects is the
creation of concepts
that are engaging and
communal – an
experience for all.

These concepts may
create a place of
solitude, a place of
relaxation, a place to
isolate, a place to share
with others or simply a
place to dream.

Thomas is an American
industrial and graphic
designer focused on
furniture and product
design, retail concepts,
brand and immersive
new media. Thomas
has held positions as a
Retail and Furniture
Designer at NBBJ,
Seattle;

Chief Creative Officer at
IconMedialab, Stockholm and Milan;
Imagineer at EuroDisney, Paris: Design
Director at John Ryan
Intn’l, Madrid and
London. Since 2012, he
has been a visiting
professor of Strategy
and Design in the
Masters program at
Domus Academy,

Thomas and previously
taught at Parsons,
Paris. He holds a
masters degree in
industrial design and
interaction design from
Domus Academy,
Milan.. .

Catharina Lorenz &
Steffen Kaz
Vision, 2019/2020
Tutors

Catharina Lorenz &
Steffen Kaz
Vision, 2019/2020
Tutors

German design duo,
Catharina Lorenz and
Steffen Kaz, have been
mashing up their native
design ethos with
Italian inspired design
since the mid-1990s.

They will share insights
as we examine how
architecture, furniture
design, industrial
design, exterior and
interior design, and
brand can all benefit
from a little infusion of
Italian design.

This experience
explores the question
of how we create
timeless design that
Participants will be
integrates into an every asked to envision
changing world.
concepts that add
something to the
cultural experience and
express a commitment
to maintaining a place
in the modern world.

Thomas Lehman
Fusion & Vision 2020
Tutor
Designer, Professor &
Founder of DesignMashup

Cecilia Fabiani
Vision, 2019/2020 Tutor
Accomplished designer,
journalist, and design
critic, Cecilia has
training in design topics
ranging from ancient
and traditional Italian
design to Italy’s current
design culture.
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The Vision Workshop
experience, led by
Thomas / tutors , will
result in a sense of
communal growth,
team-work, camaraderie, and will be a
personal journey of
discovery to reveal each
participant’s own
design poetics.

General Information

Students
Scholarship
Opportunity

Simple Overview

About

Limited to 12
Participants

Special Dietary
Requirements

Health and Safety

The creative team has
worked hard to
develop a unique and
exciting series of
workshops.
.

In order to provide the
most comprehensive
experience we have
limited the number of
participants to 12. To
confirm your interest
and secure a spot in the
workshop, please fill
out this form.
Someone from the
DesignMashup creative
team will be sending
you an email to confirm
your registration

Please let us know in
advance if you have any
special dietary requirements, we will be
preparing healthy
regional foods whenever possible and there is
a wide range of
“gluten-free” vegan,
plus specialty foods
available. We will do
our best to accommodate your needs.
Health and Safety

The Civita Institute and
DesignMashup require
all participants to have
proof of International
Travel Insurance prior
to your arrival in Italy.

Attend for Free

Who is Eligible

What is required

Contact

We are offering (2)
DesignMashup
scholarships, one for
the Fusion Workshop
and one for Vision
Workshop. Please
review the chart on the
next page to understand what is included
in the scholarship

If you are a recent
graduate, or currently
enrolled in an
advanced degree
program in fine art,
architecture and
design and are and
under 30 years old.

Please send us a
simple letter or email
expressing your
interest, your current
CV and portfolio of
your work.

tracy@
design-mashup.com

Discover Milan

Civita Workshop

Workshop Goals

The Civita Institute

Discover your personal
design poetics through
this immersive,
hands-on design
workshop that is a
mashup of old Italy and
new technology, art,
design thinking,
materials and
techniques.

Design Mashup 2020
workshops are held at
the Civita Institute, a
renowned American
non-profit founded in
1981 to promote and
inspire design excellence through cultural
exchange. The Institute
is committed to
protecting the fragile
physical, social, and
cultural foundations of
Italian hill towns.

The next leg of your
design adventure
awaits in Civita di
Bagnoregio – one of
Italy’s most beautiful
hill towns. This transition from Rome to
Civita is a striking and
full of contrast. During
our first evening, we will
visit the geological
museum, have a wine
tasting and a tour of
this ancient hilltown by
October 23 – 25, 2020, insider Cinzia Rocchi.
Milan*
October 26November 01, 2020,
Civita di Bagnoregio
Explore Milan’s vibrant
creative energy with
visits to its essential
and edgy design
museums, art and
design galleries,
historic and evolving
design districts,
concept stores, design
showrooms, and view
Milan’s historic and
iconic modern
architecture.
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Create your unique
mashup design
prototype during this
personally guided
creative design
workshop.

Any Questions?
We are available every
day via email at:
tracy@
design-mashup.com

We will send you
further details and a
registration from by
email.

Planning Information
Following the initial 3days in Milan• all
participants will travel
travel by train and
pullman to Civita di
Bagnoregio.
Workshops are held at
the Civita Institute, a
renowned American
non-proﬁt founded in
1981 to promote and
inspire design excellence through cultural
exchange.

Pricing for the Vision 10 Days Workshop, in Milan and Civita di Bagnoregio
Vision pricing

Maximum 12 Partecipants

Total Cost

Payment due dates

Early Registration

20% Discount

$ 1760.00

May 01, 2020

Student Early Registration

$ 1400.00

May 01, 2020

Registration

$ 2200.00

July 01, 2020

Student Registration

$ 1760.00

July 01, 2020

Free*

Awarded July 01, 2020

Scholarship

Students and Recent
Graduates, under 30

The chart on the left is
a general breakdown of
all of the elements of
your workshop experience. We have tried to
make sure that your
experience is rewarding
and simple, all classes
will be taught in English
and you will have
access to an Italian
speaker at every
moment.
Prior to Your Arrival
We will send each
participant an introductory pamphlet/PDF with
most of the information
and personalized map
that you will need upon
your arrival in Milan,
instructions on transfer
to your lodging and
identifying the exact
meeting points for
transit to and from
Civita di Bagnoregio.
Round-trip Travel &
lodging in Milan
Please note that you
will be expected to
provide round-trip travel
to and from Milan and
your lodging in Milan
for a minimum of 4
evenings. We will
provide lodging
suggestions and assist
you in choosing the
correct location.
*Note: we ask that all
participants arrive in Milan by
the 25th October and join us
for an initial evening aperitivo
kick-off and presentation.
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